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The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York (“Columbia”) submit this
brief pursuant to Section 102.69 of the Rules and Regulations of the National Labor Relations
Board in support of Columbia’s exceptions to the Hearing Officer’s March 6, 2017 Report and
Recommendations on Objections (“RRO”) in the above-captioned case. For the reasons
explained below, the Board should reject the Hearing Officer’s recommendations, sustain
Columbia’s objections to the conduct of the election, and order a new election.
INTRODUCTION
Board law makes clear that voters in a Board election must be able to cast their vote free
from outside coercion, intimidation or irregularities. Regardless of whether such coercion,
intimidation or irregularity may impact the outcome of an election, any deviation from this basic
tenet would undermine voters’ trust in the outcome of elections as well as the public’s trust in the
Board’s policies and procedures. As illustrated below, the conduct of the election here created
considerable doubt as to whether voters were able to cast their votes under the laboratory
conditions necessary to ensure a free and fair election. For this reason, the Board should sustain
Columbia’s objections and order that the election be rerun.
The RRO ignored or mischaracterized key facts, misapplied Board precedent and held
Columbia to an unworkable standard, all of which led to a flawed recommendation. The Board
should disregard the Hearing Officer’s report and recommendation because, inter alia:


The record evidence showed that in order to enter the primary polling place, voters were
forced to walk past known union agents, including the Union’s president, who were
stationed in the entrance of Earl Hall for many hours during the 2-day election. Although
the Hearing Officer stated that the “mere presence of union agents is not necessarily
coercive[]” when stationed in a location that voters have to pass to access the polling place,
Board law states just the opposite – i.e., that a party engages in objectionable conduct if one
of its agents is continually present in a place where voters must pass in order to cast their
1

vote. These facts present a classic illustration of the basis for that rule, and are themselves
sufficient to overturn the election: the fact that, because of the Union’s conduct, voters had
no choice other than to walk past union agents in the final moments before voting, means
that there is no way to know how many voters either changed their vote for fear of reprisal
or turned away rather than exercise their right to vote.


The Hearing Officer compounded the error by, without citing any precedent, requiring
Columbia to prove “how many voters walked through the Earl Hall lobby while [the Union
President] was present[,]” thereby holding Columbia to an impossible standard that it could
have met only by having representatives or observers surveil voters entering the polling
site, which would have violated Board law.



The evidence showed that eligible voters were forced to vote under challenge, and that
ineligible voters may have been allowed to vote, based on the Region’s inconsistent
approach to the use of voter identification.



In reaching her conclusions, the Hearing Officer misconstrued a joint stipulation between
Columbia and the Union that “all parties agreed that the Regional Director would require
either ‘Government or Columbia issued ID,’” and disregarded the Region’s pre-election
decision to require voters to provide identification before voting.



The Hearing Officer misstated and misapplied Board and Court of Appeals cases
recognizing that in large and complex elections like this one, the lack of an identification
requirement creates reasonable doubt as to the validity of an election.
The Hearing Officer’s recommendation to deny Columbia’s objections was based largely

on the notion that – given the margin of votes in favor of the union – the outcome would not have
been different even in the absence of the conduct underlying Columbia’s objections. In fact, the
margin in favor of the Union, 979, means that 490 voters would have had to have voted against the
Union to change the result, assuming (as the Hearing Officer did) that the 647 challenged ballots
should be ignored even though many may have been cast by eligible voters affected by the
inconsistent approach to identification. When considering that: (i) over 3,100 voters were
assigned to vote at Earl Hall, where Union agents were stationed for over 6 hours during the 2-day
election; (ii) many of the irregularities resulting from the inconsistent approach to voter
identification occurred at Earl Hall; (iii) voters subjected to surveillance both inside and outside of
2

Earl Hall may have switched their vote for fear of reprisal or decided not to vote, and (iv) the
number of challenged ballots, it is not only conceivable – but entirely likely – that the outcome of
the election could have been different absent the objectionable conduct.
Through its Exceptions and Brief in Support of Exceptions, Columbia respectfully submits
that the Hearing Officer’s determinations are based on flawed factual findings and legal
conclusions and should not be adopted. Columbia’s objections should be sustained and the
election should be rerun to ensure free and fair voter choice.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Columbia, one of the nation’s oldest private institutions of higher education, has
approximately 30,000 students, including 21,500 graduate students. On December 17, 2014,
Petitioner Graduate Workers of Columbia-GWU, UAW (the “Union”) filed a petition seeking to
represent certain students who hold teaching and research appointments at Columbia.1 The
petition was dismissed by the Regional Director of Region 2 due to the fact that the students sought
to be represented by the Union were not employees under Brown University, 342 NLRB 483
(2004). After granting the Union’s request for review, the Board reversed Brown University, and
remanded the case to Region 2 to process the election. On October 31, 2016, the Regional
Director issued a Supplemental Decision and Direction of Election (“DDE”) stating the eligibility
1

The Union’s petition sought to represent:
INCLUDED: All student employees who provide instructional services, including graduate and
undergraduate Teaching Assistants (Teaching Assistants, Teaching Fellows, Law Associates,
Preceptors, Instructors, Listening Assistants, Course Assistants, Readers and Graders); All
Graduate Research Assistants (including those compensated through Training Grants) and All
Departmental Research Assistants employed by the Employer at all of its facilities, including
Morningside Heights, Health Sciences, Lamont-Doherty and Nevis facilities.
EXCLUDED: All other employees, guards, and supervisors as defined in the Act.
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criteria for eligible voters,2 and setting the dates for a representation election. Pursuant to the
Supplemental DDE, the Board conducted an election on December 7 and 8, 2016, at four polling
sites located throughout Columbia’s campus. The majority of counted ballots were in favor of
union representation, although over 1,300 eligible voters did not vote and there were 647
challenged ballots.3
Following the election, Columbia filed timely objections to conduct affecting the results of
the election. Columbia’s objections to the election were premised on the following conduct that
cast doubt on the results of the election: (1) the Union’s continued, visible presence at a location in
the main polling site, Earl Hall, that all 3,114 of the voters supposed to vote there were forced to
pass; (2) video surveillance of voters entering the polls to vote at Earl Hall; (3) The Regional
Director’s eleventh-hour abrogation of her ruling that identification would be required to vote,
followed by the Region’s decision to prohibit any use of voter identification during the election;
(4) the Region’s dismissal of one of Columbia’s observers; and (5) the Region temporarily

2

The Regional Director’s eligibility determination included those students who:
(1) hold an appointment or a training grant in a unit position in the fall semester 2016, or
(2) are course assistants, graders or readers who are on the casual payroll and who worked 15 hours per week
or more in a unit position in the fall semester 2016, or
(3) have held a unit position for either the fall, spring and summer during the prior academic year.

3

The Tally of Ballots was as follows:
Approximate number of eligible voters:4256
Number of void ballots:3
Number of ballots cast for the Petitioner:1602
Number of votes cast against participating labor organization:623
Number of valid votes counted:2225
Number of challenged ballots:647
Number of valid votes counted plus challenged ballots:2872
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suspending the polling at CUMC by closing the doors to the polling place and by running out of
challenge ballot envelopes for approximately ninety minutes.
On January 4, 2017, the Regional Director for Region 29 issued a Supplemental Decision
on Objections and Notice of Hearing, in which she directed that a hearing be held regarding
Columbia’s objections.4 The hearing was held on January 23, 24 and 25, 2017. On March 6,
2017, the Hearing Officer issued the Report and Recommendations overruling Columbia’s
objections.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
The Board reviews de novo a Hearing Officer’s decision and its underpinnings. See
Standard Dry Wall Products, Inc., 91 NLRB 544, 545 (1950) (“[W]e base our findings as to the
facts upon a de novo review of the entire record, and do not deem ourselves bound by the Trial
Examiner’s findings.”); Sands Bethworks Gaming, LLC, 361 NLRB No. 102 (Nov. 12, 2014)
(“The Board then stated that it had considered de novo the representation issues and the hearing
officer’s report recommending disposition of them.”). Where the Hearing Officer’s legal
conclusions are not based on resolutions of all the relevant facts, the Board should make its own
factual findings. See Williamson Mem’l Hosp., 284 NLRB 37, 37 (1987) (“Inasmuch as the judge
has failed to perceive and resolve on two occasions the factual and legal issues before him, the
Board is certainly free to review the record de novo and make appropriate findings of fact and
conclusions of law.”).
In general, the Board will accept the Hearing Officer’s credibility findings that are based
primarily on witness demeanor. See Standard Dry Wall, 91 NLRB at 545 (“[I]t is our policy to
4

On December 19, 2016, the case was transferred from Region 2 to Region 29.
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attach great weight to a Trial Examiner’s credibility findings insofar as they are based on
demeanor.”). However, “where credibility resolutions are not based primarily upon demeanor, it
is well settled that the Board itself may proceed to an independent evaluation of credibility.”
Electrical Workers IBEW Local 38 (Cleveland Electrical), 221 NLRB 1073, 1074 (1975); Harry
Lunstead Designs, 270 NLRB 1163 (1984) (“[W]ith respect to certain matters[,] a clear
preponderance of all the relevant evidence establishes that the hearing officer’s credibility
resolutions were incorrect and without proper support in the record.”) (citations omitted).5
ARGUMENT
An election must be set aside where “objectionable conduct could well have affected the
outcome of the election.” Cambridge Tool & Mfg. Co., 316 NLRB 716 (1995) (emphasis added).
The evidence presented at the hearing by both Columbia and the Union was largely credited by the
Hearing Officer and, with the exception of two witnesses, the Hearing Officer noted that all of the
testimony was unrebutted.6 (RRO at 10, 16, 22, 28, 34-35). Yet, despite crediting the
overwhelming majority of testimony from Columbia’s witnesses, the Hearing Officer erred by
denying Columbia’s First, Second, Third, Fifth and Sixth Objections in light of the credited, and
unrebutted testimony.7

5

Accord RC Aluminum Indus., Inc., 343 NLRB 939, 939 n.1 (2004) (“[T]he Act commits to the Board itself the power
and responsibility of determining the facts as revealed by a preponderance of the evidence, and the Board is not bound
by the judge’s findings of facts, but bases its findings on a de novo review of the entire record.”).
6

With respect to Objection 6, the Hearing Officer incorrectly credited the Union’s witness over Columbia’s two
witnesses on the question of whether the Board Agent closed the door leading to the polling place at Columbia
University Medical Center (“CUMC”), making it appear as if CUMC was closed for voting. This ruling must be
rejected for the reasons explained in Section III(B), infra.
7

Columbia hereby withdraws its Fourth objection regarding the dismissal of one of its observers from the CUMC
polling site.

6

As a threshold matter, while the tally of ballots is a relevant factor when determining
whether alleged objectionable conduct could have affected the results of the election, it is not the
only factor. RRO at 4-5 citing Sanitation Salvage Corp., 359 NLRB 1129 (2013). As noted
repeatedly by the Hearing Officer, the Union prevailed in the election by over 900 votes. See
RRO at 4, 36, 39. This number was central to the Hearing Officer’s recommendation to deny the
objections because, in the Hearing Officer’s view, Columbia did not proffer evidence that “could
have affected the results of this election.” Id. at 39. However, the vote count, while a relevant
factor under established Board law, must be properly tabulated. The Hearing Officer erred in
requiring that Columbia prove that the conduct affected “more than 900 votes.” Id. Instead,
Columbia only had to demonstrate that 490 voters were affected by the Union and Region’s
misconduct.
This tabulation comes from simple arithmetic. The Hearing Officer should have looked at
the vote spread, 979 votes, and determined how many voters would have had to switch their vote in
order to affect the results of the election (490). This approach is supported by Cambridge Tool &
Manufacturing Co., 316 NLRB 716 (1995), a seminal case discussing election objections, and the
Courts of Appeals. See id. (“Here, if both of the challenged ballots that are to be counted are
against the Petitioner, then a switch of one vote to oppose the Petitioner would have been
decisive.”) (emphasis added). See also Avondale Indus. Inc., v. NLRB, 180 F.3d 633, 636 (5th
Cir. 1999) (noting when tallying the margin of victory that the “Union’s victory margin to about
250 votes. A swing of 130 votes would reverse the election results.”) (emphasis added).
Furthermore, the Hearing Officer’s tabulation does not take into account the 647
challenged ballots cast in the election, which may have included eligible voters who were forced to
7

vote by challenge due to the Board’s inconsistent rulings on voter identification. The Hearing
Officer was tasked with determining whether the conduct described in Columbia’s objections
could have affected the election. Her failure to address the 647 challenged ballots, outside of a
passing mention when reciting the Tally of Ballots, was plain error. The fact that there was such a
high percentage of challenged ballots in this case, many of which may have been eligible voters
affected by the inconsistent application of the identification requirements, further minimizes the
number of voters that Columbia had to demonstrate were affected by the objectionable conduct in
this election.
The Hearing Officer also held Columbia to an unreasonably high (and unsupported)
standard by refusing to take into account the number of voters who did not vote in the election and
voters who may well have been turned away by the objectionable conduct. Where there is
conduct that may turn voters away from the polls, the examiner should consider not only the vote
tally but also the number of voters who did not vote. See, e.g., Whatcom Sec. Agency, Inc., 258
NLRB 985 (1981) (“Thus, under all the circumstances, and particularly since the large number of
nonvoters could have affected the election results, we find that the deviation from our normal
election procedures created doubt and uncertainty as to the results of the instant election which
warrant setting aside the election and holding a new one.”) (emphasis added); Wolverine Dispatch,
Inc., 321 NLRB 796, 797 (1996) (“the number of employees possibly disenfranchised by the
unscheduled closing of the polls could be sufficient to affect the election result.”) (emphasis
added). Here, at least 1,381 eligible voters did not cast ballots.8 Many of these nonvoters may

8

(4,256 eligible voters) – (2,872 valid votes counted plus challenged ballots) – (3 void ballots) = 1,381 voters who did
not vote.
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have been turned away by the Union’s objectionable conduct.
The Hearing Officer’s failure to consider the large number of nonvoters, failure to properly
assess the number of voters who could have been affected by the Union’s objectionable conduct,
the widespread confusion regarding voter identification, the Union’s surveillance of voters as they
entered Earl Hall (where over 3,100 or 73% of eligible voters were assigned to vote), in addition to
the other objectionable conduct described above, all undermine the findings made by the Hearing
Officer and warrant setting aside her recommendations.
I.

VOTERS AT EARL HALL WERE FORCED TO PASS KNOWN UNION AGENTS
IN THE FINAL MINUTES BEFORE CASTING THEIR VOTES.
In denying Columbia’s First Objection that voters at Earl Hall were forced to pass known

Union agents inside Earl Hall, the Hearing Officer improperly held that: (i) Columbia had to prove
“how many voters walked through the Earl Hall lobby while Rosenstein was present[]”; (ii) the
law required the Union officers to be stationed in a “no electioneering zone” in order for it to
constitute objectionable conduct; and (iii) that Columbia had not proven that Union officers were
recognizable or were surrounding the only entrance to the polling place. RRO at 13. Each one
of these findings should be disregarded given the Board law and the testimony adduced at the
hearing.
First, Board law does not require Columbia to prove how many voters walked through Earl
Hall and saw the Union’s president stationed in the foyer of the building. Indeed, the Hearing
Officer created an impossible standard for Columbia, requiring proof of objectionable conduct that
could have only been acquired by Columbia’s own unlawful surveillance. In addition to failing to
consider the fact that many eligible voters may have been turned away by the Union agents’
presence at Earl Hall, the Hearing Officer ignored credible evidence that a sufficient number of
9

voters were affected by the objectionable conduct to potentially affect the outcome of the election.
Second, the Hearing Officer misstated the law, disregarding clear holdings by Courts of
Appeals that “a party engages in objectionable conduct sufficient to set aside an election if one of
its agents is continually present in a place where employees have to pass in order to vote.”
Nathan Katz Realty, LLC v. NLRB, 251 F.3d 981, 993 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
Finally, the Hearing Officer ignored or misapplied testimony that Union agents were
present in a place in Earl Hall that voters had to pass in order to vote, and that Maida Rosenstein,
the President of the Local 2110, was well known to Columbia graduate students.
A.

Facts in Support of Columbia’s First Objection.

Earl Hall was one of the four polling sites where voting took place. The building sits
across from the Columbia library and there are external stairs (that are approximately 20 feet long)
leading into the entrance of the building. See Photos Attached from Employer Exhibit 1. After
entering Earl Hall through the external staircase, visitors to the building are located in a small foyer
on the second floor. See Photos Attached from Employer Exhibit 2. There are stairs then
leading from the foyer up to the third floor auditorium, where the voting took place. See Photo
Attached from Employer Exhibit 3. The chairs in the foyer are located approximately 25 feet
from the base of the stairs that go up to the third floor, and the second floor foyer is approximately
40 feet from the auditorium. The polling place had four tables where voters checked in, broken
up by last name: A-F, G-L, M-N and O-Z. See Employer Exhibit 4;9 Tr. 110:3-11.10
9

The Hearing Officer relied only on the portions of Employer Exhibit 4 that Hyacinth Blanchard testified about,
although the entire page was admitted. However, the notes of the other two observers on the page, Shewanna House
and Theresa Smith, were similarly reliable. Ms. Blanchard testified that she and Ms. Rosenstein would meet every
observer at Earl Hall and leave to debrief with them about their shift. RRO at 7. As the Union described in their
Petition to Revoke a subpoena, these debriefs were then “transmitted…to Ellen Wallace” who then “compiled these
reports….” Petition to Revoke Subpoena at 2-3. As Ms. Blanchard testified, the notes that she sent were reproduced

10

In order to access the polling place, every eligible voter who entered Earl Hall had to pass
through the second floor foyer. RRO at 11. Seated in the second floor foyer for much of the day
on December 7th and 8th was Maida Rosenstein, the president of Local 2110, Hyacinth Blanchard,
Assistant Director of organizing for the United Auto Workers, and a number of other Union
agents. As made clear in the record, there is no way for a voter to access the polling place other
than through the second floor foyer. Tr. 98:1-13; 103:12-14. Rosenstein is undoubtedly known
as the Union president among the graduate students and often speaks to students about
unionization. Tr. 358:16-20; 359:20-22; 361:3-10.
The uncontroverted testimony of Ms. Blanchard demonstrated that Union agents and the
Union president were present in the foyer for at least 6 hours over the course of the two-day
election. See Tr. 282:2-10; 286:5-24; 289:21-24. Ms. Blanchard described how she and other
Union agents (including Ms. Rosenstein) went to the foyer in Earl Hal every two hours during the
two-day election and remained there for approximately forty minutes each time. See Tr.
289:21-24. Ms. Blanchard explained that the Union agents had a “pattern” of arriving “a half
hour” before observer shift changes and remained in the foyer for approximately ten minutes after
the change in order to meet the Union’s outgoing observers. Tr. 286:20-24; 289:10-16. Ms.
Blanchard’s testimony confirms that, on both December 7 and 8, Union agents were present in the
Earl Hall foyer during voting hours from approximately 11:30 a.m. to 12:10 p.m., 1:30 p.m. to
2:10 p.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:10 p.m., 5:30 p.m. to 6:10 p.m., and 7:30 p.m. until at least 8:00 p.m.

in their entirety. Tr. 310:16-17 (. “this is what I sent. That’s my notes….”). Because the notes were authenticated,
and there were multiple indicia of accuracy, the Hearing Officer was wrong to not rely on those parts of the notes.
10

References to “Tr._ _:_ _” refer to the official pages and lines of the transcripts of the proceedings.
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See Petitioner’s Exhibit 4.11 On each occasion, the Union officials would station themselves in
the foyer, such that they could see, and could be seen by, voters. Tr. 287:13-24. In fact, it was
important that the Union agents were visible to individuals entering and exiting the building since
they were there to meet the Union election observers who were arriving and leaving the polling
site. Tr. 286:20-24; 289:12-16. Ms. Blanchard further testified that, at times, the line of students
waiting to vote in the third floor auditorium would extend all the way to the bottom landing of the
stairs on the second floor (See Employer’s Exhibit 2), merely 25 feet from where Ms. Blanchard
and Ms. Rosenstein were stationed. Tr. 291:24 - 292:3 (Hearing Officer: “there’s three steps on
the landing. Did you see voters that far down?” Witness: “Correct, yes.”); 183:3-6. See also Tr.
124:11-15.
B.

The Hearing Officer Imposed an Impossible Standard of Proof on Columbia
in Contravention of Board Law.

In recommending that Columbia’s First Objection be overruled, the Hearing Officer found
that “[w]hile the Employer points out that the vast majority of the voters were scheduled to vote at
Earl Hall, there is no evidence regarding how many voters walked through the Earl Hall lobby
while Rosenstein was present.” RRO at 13. This finding rests on the premise that in order to
uphold Columbia’s objection, Columbia would have had to produce evidence proving precisely
how many eligible voters walked into Earl Hall while the Union president was stationed in the
foyer. Adopting this recommendation would hold Columbia to an impossible and impermissible
standard because it would require Columbia to have stationed its own agents in Earl Hall, or a
camera in Earl Hall, in order to tally exactly how many voters passed by while Union agents were
stationed in the lobby. This surveillance would have clearly been impermissible under Board
11

The phone numbers have been redacted for filing.
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law. See Elec. Hose & Rubber Co., 262 NLRB 186, 216 (1982) (“Without any explanation for a
supervisor to be ‘stationed’ outside the voting area, it can only be concluded that his purpose in
observing the even was to effectively survey the union activities of the employees and to convey to
these employees the impression that they were being watched.”). Nonetheless, that is exactly
what the Hearing Officer would have required of Columbia to uphold the First Objection.
Furthermore, this standard likely would have required Columbia to keep a list of people
who voted, in order to present “evidence” to the Hearing Officer on just how many eligible voters
passed by the Union president. This is similarly illegal under Board law. See Int’l Stamping Co.,
Inc., 97 NLRB 921, 922 (1951) (“It has likewise been the policy of the Board to prohibit anyone
from keeping any list of persons who have voted, aside from the official eligibility list used to
check off the voters as they receive their ballots.”).
Instead of requiring Columbia to come forward with affirmative proof of each voter who
was under surveillance by the Union agents, the proper standard to be applied here is whether the
“objectionable conduct could well have affected the outcome of the election.” Cambridge Tool &
Mfg. Co., 316 NLRB 716 (1995). This is the Board’s evidentiary standard of proof for objections,
and the Hearing Officer’s construction of an impossibly high, contradictory standard was clearly
erroneous. See, e.g., Sanitation Salvage Corp., 359 NLRB 1129, 1129 (2013) (“The Board
overturns election results if the objectionable conduct, taken as a whole, had ‘the tendency to
interfere with the employees’ freedom of choice’ and ‘could well have affected the outcome of the
election.’”) citing NYES Corp., 343 NLRB 791, 791 n.2 (2004) citing Cambridge Tool & Mfg. Co.,
316 NLRB at 716 (emphasis added).
The Hearing Officer compounded the error by ignoring clear and credited testimony that
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hundreds of students voted while Maida Rosenstein and other known Union agents were present in
the Earl Hall foyer. Earl Hall served as the polling place for more than 3,100 (or 73%) of all
eligible voters in the election. Tr. 33:15-20. The uncontroverted testimony shows that Maida
Rosenstein and other Union agents were present in Earl Hall for over 6 hours during the election.
As the Hearing Officer noted, the Union president and Hyacinth Blanchard “went to Earl Hall
about 30 minutes before observer shift changes, which occurred every two hours during the
election[,]” and sometimes would “have had to wait a few minutes past the end of the observers’
shift to leave the building if there was a delay in people coming downstairs or so observers could
use a restroom.” RRO at 6-7. With ten shifts during the election and each union representative
staying for, at minimum, 30-40 minutes at each shift change, this adds up to over 6 hours of time
spent by Union agents sitting in the Earl Hall foyer while voters were walking the final forty feet
before voting.12 Looking at these facts, it was impossible for the Hearing Officer to conclude that
“there is no evidence regarding how many voters walked through the Earl Hall lobby while
Rosenstein was present[,]” considering that she credited testimony demonstrating that the Union
president was in the lobby of Earl Hall for at least a third of the time that the polling place was
open, at a site where over 3,100 students were eligible to vote.13
Furthermore, the testimony completely undermines the Hearing Officer’s finding that
“there is no evidence regarding how many voters walked through Earl Hall while Rosenstein was
present.” RRO at 13. Idina Gorman, who served as an election observer for Columbia from 12
12

Ms. Blanchard testified that Maida Rosenstein may not have been present at Earl Hall for one shift change, but was
present for every other shift change, 9 in total. Tr. at 297; RRO at 7 n.6. Regardless, this places Maida Rosenstein in
the lobby of Earl Hall for, at minimum, slightly under 6 hours.
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The Hearing Officer also failed to consider a large number of nonvoters who may have decided not to vote because
of the Union’s objectionable conduct. See supra pp. 8-9; infra Section III(C).
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p.m. to 4 p.m. on December 7th, testified that during her shift “a couple of hundred” students voted
at her table, and that from 3:30 to 4:00 p.m., the exact time that Maida Rosenstein and Union
agents would have been waiting in the foyer to pick up their observers, approximately 30 to 50
voters voted. See Tr. 194:23-24; 213:24-214:13. Indeed, the Union’s own notes record at length
how many voters voted at Earl Hall. Employer’s Exhibit 4, which consists of the notes of the
Union observers taken during the election, notes that from 10 a.m. – 12 p.m. on December 7, an
“estimated 30-40” voted with last names starting with A-F, 70 voters with last names G-L, over 50
with last names M-N, and at least 130 with last names O-Z. Employer’s Exhibit 4. These
figures alone show that during a single two-hour shift, approximately 180 voters came to cast their
ballots. The Union’s notes described exactly how many voters arrived during each shift and
described hundreds of voters arriving in waves. Finally, the Union observers’ notes also
demonstrate that Rosenstein was present in Earl Hall while these voters voted. Employer Exhibit
6 describes that there were “[a]bout 12 challenges” and “40 unchallenged voters” during the 12:00
p.m. to 2:00 p.m. shift at the G-L last name table at Earl Hall, and is punctuated by the name
“Maida” at the end of the short 10 line note. See Employer Exhibit 6. This is relevant evidence
that the Hearing Officer incorrectly ignored and excluded.14
The Hearing Officer erred by applying an impossible standard for Columbia’s First
Objection and, regardless of the incorrect standard, further erred in ignoring clear evidence that
hundreds of students had to pass by Union agents right before they entered the polling place.
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The Hearing Officer was wrong to the extent that she did not admit the notes of observers other than Satantani
Mukherjee on Employer Exhibit 6. See infra Section II(D) (addressing the Hearing Officer’s error excluding
relevant and authenticated evidence).
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C.

The Hearing Officer Applied Incorrect Law Regarding Party Agents’
Presence Around the Polling Place.

The Hearing Officer also incorrectly stated the law applicable to Columbia’s First
Objection, holding that “The Board has distinguished the presence of employer agents from the
presence of union agents at a polling site, finding that the mere presence of union agents is not
necessarily coercive.” RRO at 12. That holding is plainly incorrect in cases where, as here,
Union agents stationed themselves in a location that voters must pass in order to access the polls.15
Contrary to the Hearing Officer’s recommended holding, the Board and Courts of Appeals
have recognized that it is objectionable surveillance for agents of a party to station themselves
where voters must pass in order to access the polling site. See, e.g., Nathan Katz Realty, LLC v.
NLRB, 251 F.3d 981 (D.C. Cir. 2001). In Nathan Katz, the Court vacated the Board’s ruling that
Union agents’ presence in an area where voters had to pass to access the polling site was not
objectionable conduct. Id. at 993. The Court ruled that Board law “seem[s] to stand for the
proposition that a party engages in objectionable conduct sufficient to set aside an election if one
of its agents is continually present in a place where employees have to pass in order to vote. In
light of these cases, Katz’s allegations appear to establish that the Union agents’ presence outside
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Columbia does not take exception to the Hearing Officer’s holding that “the mere presence of a union representative
in the vicinity of the polls during an election” is not objectionable conduct. However, in both C & G Heating & Air
Conditioning, Inc., 356 NLRB 1054 (2011) and Aaron Medical Transportation, Inc., No. 22-RC-070888, 2013 WL
3090117 (NLRB June 19, 2013), the two cases the Hearing Officer relied on, the Union agents did not surround the
only entrance and rather were parked in a car far from the entrance to the building with the polling place and there
were, presumably, multiple ways to get to that entrance. Courts of Appeals are clear that they will only apply the
doctrine where a party’s agents surround the only entrance to the polls. See King Elec., Inc. v. NLRB, 440 F.3d 471,
474 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (overturning objections and distinguishing Nathan Katz holding that “In this case, only two
employees passed the union representatives on their way to vote; the rest were already on King’s property at the time
the polls opened. And in any event, the union representatives were positioned along only one of two driveways leading
to King’s property. The two employees could have bypassed the union representatives had they so desired.”). That,
however, is not the case here, where the credited and unrebutted testimony demonstrates that Union agents, including
the Union president, surrounded the only entrance to the polls. Tr. 98:1-13; 103:12-14.
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the church’s entrance constitutes conduct of such a nature that it substantially impaired the
multi-site employees’ exercise of free choice—even if the agents did not actually talk to any
employee.” Id. (emphasis added).
The Hearing Officer recommended overruling Columbia’s First Objection based, in part,
on the fact that, in Nathan Katz, the union agents were in a no-electioneering zone. She
distinguished the present case by stating that “[i]n the instant case, the Union agents remained
beyond the no electioneering zone set by the Board Agent….” RRO at 10, 13. However, the
Court of Appeals in Nathan Katz did not rely on the no-electioneering zone in its unambiguous
holding, and instead explicitly rejected this argument, stating that
The Director did not explain why the Union agents’ ‘continued presence’ in a
no-electioneering zone by the entrance to the site of the election (where employees
had to pass) is different from standing outside the room in which employees
actually vote. Standing in either place could ‘interfere with the employees’ freedom
of choice. . ..’
Nathan Katz, 251 F.3d at 993.
Consistent with Nathan Katz, the Board and Courts of Appeals set aside elections where
agents stationed themselves in a location that voters must pass in order to vote because such
conduct is objectionable and interferes with the voters’ freedom of choice. See ITT Auto. v.
NLRB, 188 F.3d 375, 387 (6th Cir. 1999) (employer affected voters’ freedom of choice in election
employer won by a margin of 182 votes out of 823 valid votes because “supervisors . . . engaged in
coercive behavior by positioning themselves in the center of the building and near [about 60 feet
from] the intersection of aisles through which employees had to pass in order to vote.”) (emphases
added); Elec. Hose & Rubber Co., 262 NLRB 186, 216 (1982) (election set aside where “[a]
supervisor, was ‘stationed’ within 10 to 15 feet of the entrance to the voting area” because “it can
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only be concluded that his purpose in observing the event was to effectively survey the union
activities of the employees and to convey to these employees the impression that they were being
watched.”); Performance Measurements Co., Inc., 148 NLRB 1657, 1659 (1964)
[T]he continued presence of the Employer’s president at a location [within 6 feet of
the door to the polling place] where employees were required to pass in order to
enter the polling place [constituted] improper conduct not justified by the fact that
for part of the time he was instructing supervisors on the release of employees for
voting purposes. We find that by this conduct the Employer interfered with
employees’ freedom of choice in the election;
Belk’s Dep’t Store, Inc., 98 NLRB 280, 282 (1952)
We are also convinced that, even though the supervisors were at some distance
from the actual polling place, and apparently said nothing calculated to restrain or
coerce the employees, their presence in the area where the employees were
gathered while waiting to vote tended to interfere with the employees’ freedom of
choice of a bargaining agent. In particular, we regard as improper Galloway’s
conduct in walking back and forth in the space which the employees were required
to traverse to go to the polling place.
The Hearing Officer’s distinction between union and employer agents is similarly
unpersuasive. First, and most importantly, Nathan Katz was a Court of Appeals case that
specifically addressed conduct by a union agent and still held that “a party engages in
objectionable conduct sufficient to set aside an election if one of its agents is continually present in
a place where employees have to pass in order to vote.” 251 F.3d at 993. Regardless of the
Hearing Officer’s reliance on the Administrative Law Judge’s (“ALJ”) opinion on remand in
Nathan Katz, it is axiomatic that an ALJ cannot overturn the Court of Appeals. Second, the
Hearing Officer relies on dicta in Longwood Security Services, Inc., 364 NLRB No. 50 (July 19,
2016) that there is “no indication” that the Court of Appeals in Nathan Katz analyzed whether the
standard was different for the presence of Union versus Employer agents. This statement is
belied by the fact that the Court of Appeals in Nathan Katz explicitly held that the Union agents’
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presence at the entrance to the polling place was coercive. Nathan Katz, 251 F.3d at 993 (“Union
agents’ presence outside the church’s entrance constitutes conduct of such a nature that it
substantially impaired the multi-site employees’ exercise of free choice”) (emphasis added).
Notably, Member Miscimarra addressed this argument in his dissent in Longwood Security
Services, Inc., stating that
the court read Performance Measurements and Electric Hose & Rubber ‘to stand
for the proposition that a party’--not just an employer party--‘engages in
objectionable conduct sufficient to set aside an election if one of its agents is
continually present in a place where employees have to pass in order to vote.’
364 NLRB No. 50. Member Miscimmara went on to note that any argument that there is a
different standard for the conduct of union versus employer agents is undercut by Randell
Warehouse of Arizona, Inc., 347 NLRB 591 (2006) (Randell II), stating that “[i]n Randell II, the
Board pointed out that ‘unions also have ample means available to them to punish employees.’”
364 NLRB No. 50.
Because the Hearing Officer applied an incorrect legal standard, the Board should not
adopt her recommendation to set aside Columbia’s First Objection.
D.

The Hearing Officer’s Factual Finding That The Union Agents Were Not
Stationed Where All Voters Had to Pass is Contrary to the Record and Should
be Rejected.

The Hearing Officer also incorrectly found that “[w]hile the Union agents sat in an area on
the left side of the room, voters had to turn right immediately to go up the stairs to the polling
place. Although voters had to pass through the same room, they could walk up the stairs without
walking directly past the union agents.” RRO at 11. The Hearing Officer thus determined,
without any evidentiary basis, that the Union agents did not surround the only entrance to the polls.
RRO at 13. This finding plainly misconstrues the testimony presented at the hearing as well as
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relevant Board law.
First, the Board does not require proof that agents actually obstructed the entrance to the
polling place as the Hearing Officer seemed to require in her RRO. RRO at 13 (“The Union
agents did not approach the entrance to the polling place during the election. Instead, they
remained on a different floor and did not interfere with any voters waiting to vote.”) Instead, to
mount a valid objection, the objecting party need only proffer evidence that the agents stationed
themselves in a location where voters must pass to vote. See Elec. Hose & Rubber Co., 262
NLRB at 216 (1982) (election set aside where “[a] supervisor, was ‘stationed’ within 10 to 15 feet
of the entrance to the voting area”). This includes evidence that the agents stationed themselves
in the same room that voters had to pass through to vote, regardless of the proximity to the polls.
See id.; ITT Auto., 188 F.3d at 387 (holding that the voters’ freedom of choice was affected
because “supervisors . . . engaged in coercive behavior by positioning themselves in the center of
the building and [“approximately 60 feet from”] the intersection of aisles through which
employees had to pass in order to vote.”) (emphasis added).
Here, as in ITT Auto and other cases cited supra, the Union agents and Union president
stationed themselves in a seating area, approximately 25 feet from where each voter entering Earl
Hall had to pass in order to vote. RRO at 6; Tr. at 181:16-19. This distance is significantly
shorter than the 60 foot distance between the supervisors and the aisle that voters had to use to
access the polls in ITT Auto. 188 F.3d at 382. Indeed, the Hearing Officer’s analysis should
have ended once she found that the chairs where the Union agents were sitting were
“approximately 25 feet from the base of the stairs leading to the third floor” and that “voters had to
pass through the same room,” as the Union agents. RRO at 6, 11.
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Regardless, unrebutted testimony demonstrated that union agents were stationed in a place
that each Earl Hall voter had to pass to access the polling place on the third floor. The testimony
showed that, “[w]hen [a voter] walk[s] in, [they’re] right in the foyer” because “[i]t’s a very small
room . . . you’re walking right into what’s a small foyer area.” Tr. at 98:1-13. Every voter would
“come in . . . up the staircase [leading to Earl Hall (Employer Exhibit 1), which] will put them in
the second floor which is depicted in [Employer Exhibit 2]. And then they will go up the stairs
that’s depicted on [Employer Exhibit 3]” to the polling place in the third floor auditorium. Tr.
103:18-20 (emphasis added). There was simply no other way for voters to access the voting place
other than through the second floor foyer. Tr. 103:12-14; Tr. 183:17-19. In fact, the location in
the foyer where the Union agents were stationed was 25 feet from where voters had to pass, and
merely 65 feet from the actual polling place. Tr. 181:19-183:16. As Hyacinth Blanchard
described, Union agents would station themselves in the foyer specifically so they could be seen
by Union observers entering and exiting the polling site. Tr. 287:13-24. Ms. Blanchard further
testified that, at times, the line of students waiting to vote would extend from the auditorium all the
way to the bottom landing of the stairs (See Employer’s Exhibit 2), merely 25 feet from where
Ms. Blanchard and Ms. Rosenstein were seated, so that voters were waiting in line to vote in the
presence of the Union president. See Tr. 291:24-292:3 (Hearing Officer: “there’s three steps on
the landing. Did you see voters that far down?” Witness: “Correct, yes.”); 183:3-6; see also
124:11-15. Indeed, Columbia observers coming to serve at the Earl Hall polling place saw Maida
Rosenstein immediately upon entering Earl Hall. Tr. 105:20-106:8; 187:1-9.
Because the clear and unrebutted testimony demonstrates that voters at Earl Hall had to
pass through the Earl Hall foyer less than 25 feet from the Union president and other Union agents,
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the Board should reject the Hearing Officer’s recommendation dismissing Columbia’s First
Objection.
E.

The Hearing Officer’s Factual Finding That the Individuals in Earl Hall Were
Not Known Union Agents is Contrary to the Record and Should be Rejected.

Finally, the Hearing Officer incorrectly held that Columbia had “not demonstrated that
either Rosenstein or Blanchard was known or recognizable to voters.” RRO at 13. This finding
contradicts the record evidence. First, Ms. Rosenstein and the other Union agents were all
wearing union buttons. Tr. 106:14-17; 188:1-7; 190:3-6. These buttons said “UAW”, and
would have been recognizable since they were worn by other union supporters on the day of the
election. See Tr. 184:8-10; 188:8-10; 204:6-9. See also Joint Exhibit 6, screenshot attached as
Joint Exhibit 6(a). Furthermore, it strains credulity to find that Ms. Rosenstein, the President of
Local 2110, who has been trying to unionize Columbia’s graduate students for almost two years,
would not be known to graduate students on campus. Indeed, Mirian Stincone and Idina Gorman,
both Columbia observers, know Ms. Rosenstein from dealing with Local 2110. Tr. 104:15-25;
187:2-11. Furthermore, there is evidence that eligible graduate student voters recognized Ms.
Rosenstein. Ana Isabel Keilson, a union supporter pursuing a Ph.D. in History, knew Ms.
Rosenstein as “the President of the Local UAW chapter” and agreed that “Ms. Rosenstein [was] an
active person in the organizing at Columbia.” Tr. 358:16-20; 359:20-22. Ms. Keilson further
acknowledged that “Ms. Rosenstein attend[ed] meetings of the Organizing Committee” and that
Ms. Rosenstein spoke “in front of students” about supporting the Union. Tr. 361:3-10. Thus, the
Hearing Officer’s recommended finding that Ms. Rosenstein was not a known Union agent is
controverted by the testimony that graduates students, including a graduate student called to testify
by the Union, recognized Ms. Rosenstein.
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II.

THE REGION’S ELEVENTH-HOUR REVERSAL OF ITS INSTRUCTION TO
REQUIRE VOTERS TO PROVIDE IDENTIFICATION DURING THE
ELECTION AFFECTED THE OUTCOME OF THE ELECTION.
In recommending that Columbia’s Third Objection regarding the Region’s reversal of the

voter identification requirement be overruled, the Hearing Officer relied on four erroneous
findings. First, the Hearing Officer incorrectly ruled that the Regional Director had broad, and
seemingly unreviewable, discretion over election procedures in light of an agreement between the
parties and the Region regarding the “identifying information to be utilized by voters” in
accordance with Section 11312.4 of the NLRB Casehandling Manual. Second, the Hearing
Officer misstated and misapplied clear law from Courts of Appeals regarding identification at
Board elections. Third, the Hearing Officer disregarded credited testimony demonstrating voting
irregularities that call the results of the election into question. Finally, the Hearing Officer
impermissibly excluded relevant evidence that demonstrated many more voting irregularities
which, standing alone, necessitates rejection of the Hearing Officer’s recommendation.
A.

Facts in Support of Columbia’s Third Objection.

On November 21, 2016, attorneys for Columbia University, attorneys for the Union,
representatives of the Union, and representatives of the Region, including Stephen Berger, the
Board Agent for the above-captioned case, had a conference call to discuss logistics for the
election. During this call, the parties and the Region discussed specifics about the voting
locations and a walkthrough of the voting sites that was going to take place the following day.
Furthermore, at the Board Agent’s prompting, the parties discussed what, if any, identification
would be required of voters. Due to the number of eligible voters and the fact that there were four
voting sites, the Board Agent recommended that the parties’ observers use government or
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Columbia issued ID to verify individuals’ presence on the eligible voters list. Attorneys for the
Union and Columbia University agreed to this suggestion. See Joint Exhibit 1(I). This was,
without question, an agreement regarding the “identifying information to be utilized by voters” in
accordance with Section 11312.4 of the NLRB Casehandling Manual.
Less than 24 hours before the election was to begin, the Region reversed its decision in an
email from Nicholas Lewis to the parties’ counsel. The email stated, in direct contrast to the
earlier agreement, that “voter ID will not be a requirement in order to vote.” The Region noted,
however, that ID could be “encouraged.” See Joint Exhibit 1(III).
During the election, the procedures for requesting (or requiring) identification were further
muddled when Board Agents began informing observers that they could not require, nor could
they even request, identification from voters. At the beginning of the election, observers were
told they could not challenge voters if they failed to show identification. Tr. 115:22-24. At
approximately 3:30 p.m. on December 7th, Idina Gorman was told by a Board Agent at Earl Hall
that she “could no longer request identification from the students.” Tr. 193:3-4. This was done,
the Board Agent explained, because “we run the election and the only time we request IDs is when
the parties enter into a written agreement to require identification[,]” and “we don’t request
identification in national elections, you know, why would we request them here.” Mirian
Stincone and other observers who served during the first shift on the morning of December 8 were
given the same instruction by a Board Agent - i.e., “no one can ask for IDs.”. Tr. 135:14-15;
136:1-6. The Board Agent’s actions in this election contravened the Casehandling Manual, the
November 21st agreement requiring voters to provide identification, and the December 6th order
permitting observers to request identification. Tr. 193:9-14.
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The Region’s inconsistent and confusing decisions with respect to the voter ID
requirement just before the vote, and during the vote, had a tangible impact on the ability of
eligible voters to cast a ballot. The following testimony demonstrated the potential for fraud or
confusion created by the unclear voter identification requirements:


One voter attempted to vote using a name that was not her own and instead was forced to
vote under challenge because she showed identification. Tr. at 193:18-194:2.



A second voter’s name appeared twice on the Excelsior list, but observers were allegedly
able to identify the voter through his address. Tr. at 215:19-23.



A third voter arrived to vote after 3:30 p.m. “but his name had already been checked off.”
RRO at 21; Tr. at 219:16 - 220:5; Joint Exhibit 1.



A fourth voter appeared to vote “at more than one polling site.” RRO at 26.



The ban on requesting identification prevented observers from having “any other way to
make sure that the student was the same person as the name on the list.” Tr. 194:14-17.



Voters had doubts about the validity of the election because of shifting identification
requirements, with one voter asking Ms. Stincone “how do you know I am who I say I
am[,]” after being informed that Observers were “not asking for IDs.” Tr. 114:21-25.



Employer Exhibit 4 describes a situation where there was a “G. Wong Lee on the list and
the person’s [who came to vote] name was G. Wong. Jessica Lee.” The note concluded by
stating that the person was “[a]llowed to vote without challenge.”



Another instance, described in Employer Exhibit 6, stated that there was a voter name “Li
Yupik” who was one of “2 students on the list who could only [be] separated by address.”
Eventually the voter “said which one she was and [the Board Agents] let her vote without
challenge.”
B.

The Hearing Officer Erred by Finding That the Regional Director Did Not
Abuse Her Discretion Regarding Election Procedures.

The Hearing Officer stated that “The Regional Director has broad discretion in setting the
details for an election.” RRO at 22 citing San Diego Gas & Elec., 325 NLRB 1143, 1144 (1998).
The Hearing Officer found that the Regional Director exercised that discretion by deciding “that
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voters could not be required to show identification, because such a requirement was not included
in the Supplemental Decision or Notice of Election.” RRO at 23. The Report goes on to note
that “[a]lthough the Regional Director did not prohibit the use of voter identification, the evidence
demonstrates that there were periods during the election when such use was in fact prohibited by
Board Agents.” Id. The Hearing Officer erred in failing to find that the Regional Director
abused her discretion by disregarding both the agreement of the parties to require identification
and the large and complex nature of this election.
During the November 21, 2016 conference call to discuss logistics, at the prompting of the
Board Agent, the parties discussed what, if any, identification would be required to vote. The
Board Agent recommended that the parties’ observers use government or Columbia issued ID to
verify individuals’ presence on the eligible voters list. Attorneys for the Union and Columbia
University agreed to this requirement. This constituted an agreement regarding the “identifying
information to be utilized by voters” in accordance with the procedures for “Large or Complex
Elections” in Section 11312.4 of the NLRB Casehandling Manual. The Casehandling Manual, in
relevant parts, states, “If agreement is not reached between/among the parties, the Regional
Director should consider whether to require identifying information in addition to selfidentification by voters.” Section 11312.4. The Casehandling Manual therefore only gives the
Regional Director discretion to decide whether to require identification “if an agreement is not
reached between/among the parties.” (emphasis added). Here, there was an unambiguous
agreement by the parties, and disregarding that agreement was an abuse of discretion.
Although the parties stipulated to this agreement during the hearing, see Joint Exhibit 1,
the Hearing Officer either misconstrued or ignored this stipulation. While the Hearing Officer
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noted that the stipulation stated that “the parties agreed that the Region would require that voters
show identification[,]” she ignored the fact that one of the parties on the call was the Region itself,
represented by Board Agent Stephen Berger. The Regional Director, through her agent, did
exercise her discretion to decide election procedures by accepting the agreement of the parties to
require identification. The reversal of the identification agreement by email at 11:23 AM on
December 6th, less than 24 hours before the election began, was a clear abuse of that discretion.
Moreover, while the Regional Director has discretion to set election procedures, that
discretion is not unlimited. The Board has held that there are instances where the Regional
Director has abused its discretion. See Sunnyvale Med. Clinic, 241 NLRB 1156, 1157 (1979)
(finding the regional director abused his discretion by refusing to allow the employer to withdraw
from an election agreement when an Intervenor claimed an interest in the election, stating that
“[u]nder these circumstances, we find that it was an abuse of discretion for the Regional Director,
on June 20, to refuse the Employer’s request.”). More recently, in Covanta Honolulu Resource
Recovery Venture Employer, No. 20-RC-140392, 2015 WL 255831 (NLRB Jan. 20, 2015),
dissenting Member Miscimarra held that he would have found an abuse of discretion by the
Regional Director when the Region ordered a mail ballot election solely in order to hold an
election within 30 days of the Decision and Direction of Election. Id. at *1 n.1.
The Regional Director here abused her discretion by ignoring the November 21st
agreement between the parties to require identification from voters. The parties were prejudiced
by the Region’s last-minute reversal of this agreement on December 6th, less than 24 hours before
the election was set to begin. Indeed, the Hearing Officer acknowledged that certain Columbia
observers “did not challenge any voters for lack of identification[,]” which only highlights the
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confusion caused by the Regional Director’s eleventh-hour reversal of the identification
requirement. Had the identification requirement been enforced, as agreed upon, Columbia
observers would have objected to voters who did not present proper identification.16
The error was compounded by the large, complex nature of the election. Over 4,000
voters were eligible to vote, at four polling places, over the course of two days. And most of
Columbia’s observers could not identify any of the students who voted. Tr. 138:20-23;
224:12-15. Students voting in this election, therefore, should have been required to produce
government issued or Columbia identification in order to vote.
The Hearing Officer is correct that the “Casehandling manual…does not…override the
Regional Director’s discretion by requiring use of identification in large or complex elections.”
RRO 23. However, that discretion was constrained once the Region endorsed the parties’
agreement to require identification. Because the Regional Director’s decision to reverse the
parties’ agreement requiring identification was an abuse of discretion, the Board should sustain
Columbia’s Third Objection.
C.

The Hearing Officer Misconstrued the Law Regarding Requiring
Identification in Large and Complex Elections.

The Hearing Officer misconstrued the clear case law from the Board and Courts of Appeals
requiring identification in large and complex elections. Columbia did not, as the Hearing Officer
claimed, argue that Avondale Indus., Inc. v. NLRB, 180 F.3d 633 (5th Cir. 1999), “affirmatively
require[s] the use of voter identification.” RRO at 25. Rather, Avondale, and related Board
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The Hearing Officer’s reliance on Columbia observers not challenging voters without identification is especially
misplaced because Board Agents banned Columbia observers from challenging voters for failure to have
identification. Tr. 115:22-24.
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decisions, require identification to be used in this case because of the similarities between the facts
in Avondale and the facts here.
In Avondale, where “approximately 4,000 employees” were members of the voting unit,
the court held that, in part, because of the “very large work force,” and because “[the] observers
[were] unable to be personally acquainted with the voters,” the lack of a voter identification
requirement was “fatally flawed.” 180 F.3d at 634. In Avondale, “[w]hen an employee
presented himself to vote, the employee identified himself by name at the check-in table. If the
employee could not be identified by name, the observers were advised to ask the employee’s
address or to identify him by his identification badge.” Id. at 635. Importantly, other
identification processes, such as addresses, was used at times, but were not the “routine procedure”
in the election. Id. at 637. The court, reviewed these procedures under the following standard:
When examining the voter identification procedures employed in a representation
election, this court does not sit to determine whether optimum practices were
followed, but whether on all the facts the manner in which the election was held
raises a reasonable doubt as to its validity. Even under this deferential standard,
however, reasonable doubt means reasonable uncertainty, not disbelief or
conclusive proof.
Id. at 637 (emphasis added) (citations omitted). The court went on to state that:
Verbal self-identification is appropriate when—as is probably true in a large
portion of cases—it is likely that the observers are personally acquainted with the
voters. It is wholly inadequate, however, as the sole guide to identification, where
a very large bargaining unit is contemplated, and the voter lists contain virtually
the only information that will assure the identity of the voters. The procedures
used in Newport News and Monfort, Inc.[17] confirm this common sense notion and
equally condemn the unthinking adoption of “standard practice” for a
17

Newport News Shipbuilding, 239 NLRB 82, 88 (1978) (identification was properly not required because voters were
asked for “the last four digits of their social security numbers.”) (emphasis added); Monfort, Inc., 318 NLRB 209, 211
(1995) (refusing to overturn election where 4 voters’ names were checked off when they arrived to vote because the
Board required using pictures IDs). Both cases support the holding that in complex elections where observers will
not recognize unit members, the Board must require an independent way to identify voters.
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multi-thousand employer like Avondale.
Id. at 638 (emphasis added). In Avondale, the Board objected to this line of reasoning because
“most voters truthfully identify themselves.” Id. at 639. The court noted that while this was
“undoubtedly true in this election,” that still did not mitigate the need to overturn the election
because, “[t]he wisdom of hindsight cannot alone dictate rejection of the inadequate voter
identification procedure. . ..” Id.
The court made clear that the election needed to be overturned not because of any
affirmative proof of voter fraud, but rather in order to require the type of objectively verifiable
voter identification needed to have a free and trustworthy election. The court stated that,
ultimately, “[t]he NLRB’s reliance on mere hope, unsupported by objectively verifiable voter
information, raises a reasonable doubt as to the fairness and validity of the election.” Id. at 640
(emphasis added).
The unrebutted facts here are remarkably similar to the facts in Avondale. As in
Avondale, this election involved approximately 4,000 eligible voters at multiple polling sites;
observers could not identify all voters;18 it was a hotly contested election; and the Region similarly
required no external objective identification in order to vote. As in Avondale, the procedures
were inadequate notwithstanding the fact that many voters may have “truthfully identif[ied]
themselves.” Id. at 639. Neither the Region nor the Petitioner can state with any reasonable
certainty that the people who voted were who they said they were. Given the sheer number of
eligible voters at multiple sites, and the confusing voter eligibility formula, the Board should have
consistently required identification throughout the election.
18

Ms. Stincone and Ms. Gorman both responded “No” when asked, respectively, if they have “face to face
interactions with students” or “deal with student in [their] job.” Tr. 138:20 – 23; 224:10-14.
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The Hearing Officer tried to distinguish Avondale by noting that the “Excelsior list used in
Avondale did not contain employees’ full names, but only employees’ last names, first initials, and
addresses.” RRO at 24. The Hearing Officer argued that “[t]he lack of employees’ full name on
the list left the election in Avondale vulnerable to a greater degree of uncertainty….” Id. To
support that claim, the Hearing Officer noted that in Avondale, “an employee named Jane could
present herself as ‘any voter on the [Excelsior] list with the first initial ‘J’ and could vote on no
more sure proof of identity.” Id. citing Avondale, 180 F.3d at 638. It is unclear, and the Hearing
Officer does not explain, how that is any different from the present case. Here, there was a large
population of voters many of whom, as the Hearing Officer noted, share “common last names,
such as Brown (including Zachary Brown and Zachary C. Brown listed at two different addresses),
Chen, Liu, and Zhang.” RRO at 22. Any one of these individuals could give their last name and
“vote on no more sure proof of identity.” 180 F.3d at 638.
The failure to require identification, combined with the complexity of the eligibility
formula (pursuant to which hundreds if not thousands of graduate students were not eligible to
vote) may have caused many ineligible students to believe, in good faith, that they were entitled to
vote, particularly if they had previously held an appointment. Absent an identification
requirement, nothing prevented such an ineligible student from voting if s/he had the same or a
similar name as an eligible voter. See Avondale, 180 F.3d at 639 (holding that, in part, because of
the “parties’ inability to agree whether hundreds of employees would be in the bargaining unit, …
[a]n objective voter identification procedure would have belied suspicions, discouraged attempts
at vote fraud, and averted this source of future litigation.”).
The Hearing Officer also relied, in part, on the fact that in Avondale, the court “noted that
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there were fourteen instances where an employee appeared to vote whose name had already been
crossed off the list.” RRO at 25. The Hearing Officer further noted that the union in Avondale
prevailed by 250 votes, which is less than the margin in this case. Id. The Hearing Officer
claims that here, Columbia “presented evidence regarding only four voters” who voted illegally.
RRO 26. Regardless of whether the number is four or fourteen, those are both significantly less
than the vote margin in either case, and here, as in Avondale, the clear examples of irregularities
serve to raise “a reasonable doubt as to the fairness and validity of the election.” Avondale, 180
F.3d at 640.19 The Hearing Officer’s holding that “[t]hese few examples of alleged voting
irregularities do not call the results of this election into question[,]” is remarkable considering that
the Court of Appeals in Avondale held that fourteen examples of voting irregularities in that case
called the results of the election into question. Both here and in Avondale there was simply no
way to know how many instances there were of voter fraud or confusion due to the lack of clarity
and consistency on the use of voter identification.
Finally, the Hearing Officer miscounted the number of voters engaging in possible voter
fraud. The Hearing Officer claims that Columbia only presented evidence of four voters. The
first is a student who attempted to vote under an inaccurate name and instead was forced to vote
19

The Hearing Officer also attempted to distinguish Avondale by stating that “[t]he court found that an analysis of the
marked Excelsior list showed ‘suspicious voting involving hundreds of ballots.’” RRO at 25 citing Avondale, 180
F.3d at 636. That is misleading and was unnecessary to the holding in Avondale. In a section titled “Factual and
Procedural History[,]” the court noted that, during the litigation in front of the Board, Avondale successfully
prosecuted a Freedom of Information Act request and the company independently identified “potentially suspicious
voting involving hundreds of ballots….” 180 F.3d at 636. However, these claims “could not be reliably
investigated[,]” and was not essential to the court’s holding in the preceding paragraph that “The crux of the
inadequate identification procedure is this: no one knows exactly who voted in the Avondale election.” Id. at 640.
Furthermore, Columbia has similarly presented evidence affecting hundreds of ballots. Specifically, as the Hearing
Officer noted, many voters on the Excelsior list share last names, some share same first and last names, and there are
hundreds of other graduate students who could have voted because they were confused about the eligibility formula.
See footnote 22, infra, for a related discussion.
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under challenge because she showed identification. Tr. at 193:18-194:2.20 The second was a
voter whose name appeared twice on the Excelsior list, but observers were allegedly able to
identify the voter through his address. Tr. at 215:19-23. Importantly, the voter was not verified
by the voter giving his address, but rather by the observers asking the voter “Are you this one or are
you this one?” when looking at the addresses, and eventually just allowing him to use “whatever
the address was on the list.” Tr. at 215:22-23; 216:17-18. There is no indication that this voter,
and many others, did not simply choose an incorrect address so that he could vote. The third voter
arrived to vote after 3:30 p.m. “but his name had already been checked off.” RRO at 21; Tr. at
219:16-220:5; Joint Exhibit 1. Indeed, it seems that someone else may have already voted under
their name, something that could have been prevented with identification. Finally, the Hearing
Officer credited proof that there was a voter “whom it seems appeared at more than one polling
site.” RRO at 26.
In addition to these four incidents, there was additional testimony that the Hearing Officer
ignored that further demonstrates that the confusing identification requirements raised doubts
about the validity of the election. First, the Hearing Officer failed to address the evidence that
Board Agents at Earl Hall banned requesting identification from 3:30 p.m. from the first day of the
election onwards. Tr. at 193:1-194:2. Idina Gorman confirmed that once identification was
banned there was no “other way to make sure that the student was the same person as the name on
the list[.]” Tr. 194:14-17. The fact that Board Agents prevented Columbia and Union observers
from identifying more individuals trying to vote under inaccurate names should not be counted

20

Notably, the discovery of a person not on the Excelsior list trying to vote caused the Board Agent at Earl Hall to ban
observers from requesting identification. Tr. at 193:20-194:4.
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against Columbia, but instead serves to raise substantial doubts surrounding this election.
Second, the Hearing Officer failed to recognize credible testimony that demonstrated that
voters themselves had doubts about the validity of the election because of these shifting
requirements. One voter asked Ms. Stincone “how do you know I am who I say I am[,]” after
being informed that Observers were “not asking for IDs.” Tr. 114:21-25.
Finally, the Hearing Officer ignored at least two other instances of individuals voting under
incorrect names. On Employer Exhibit 4, a page from Union observers’ notes that was admitted
during Hyacinth Blanchard’s testimony, it describes that “G. Wong Lee on the list and the person’s
name was G. Wong. Jessica Lee. Allowed to vote without challenge.” Employer Exhibit 4.
This was an individual who voted even though their name, as stated, was not on the list.
Identification would have solved that confusion. Employer Exhibit 6 identified a similar issue
that was ignored by the Hearing Officer, noting that “Li Yupik - 2 students on the list who could
only separated by address. She said which one she was and they let her vote without challenge.”
Employer Exhibit 6. As with the voter discussed by the Hearing Officer who was distinguished
by a self-spotted address, Li Yupik “said which one she was[,]” not providing the observers with
any independent way to check that she was actually identifying the correct eligible voter.
In sum, Columbia presented the “evidentiary basis on which to find that [the] election was
not fairly and properly conducted.” RRO at 26. Again, as in Avondale, these clear and credited
examples of potential voter fraud or confusion serve to raise “a reasonable doubt as to the fairness
and validity of the election.” Avondale, 180 F.3d at 637. Therefore, the election should be set
aside and a new election should be run free of conduct that calls the validity of the election into
question.
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D.

The Hearing Officer’s Exclusion of Highly Probative Evidence Was in Error
and Ignored Board Law Regarding Admissibility of Evidence.

The Hearing Officer erroneously excluded highly probative and relevant evidence
regarding many instances of potential voter fraud or confusion, contravening Board law and the
Hearing Officer’s Bench Book. The Hearing Officer’s Bench Book is clear that “[i]f the evidence
offered is going to be of help in deciding the matter under consideration, it should be admitted; if
not, it should be excluded. Relevancy is a factor not only to oral testimony, but also documentary
evidence.” Hearing Officer’s Bench Book at 153. Importantly, the Bench Book goes on to note
that hearsay “may be received into evidence at an R case hearing, in the discretion of the hearing
officer.” Id. at 154. Indeed, the Hearing Officer recognized this at the hearing. Tr. 326:24-25
(“The fact is that hearsay is admissible in Board cases to bolster other testimony.”)
The evidence at issue here, which was identified as “debrief slip[s]” from Union observers
by the Union’s witness Hyacinth Blanchard, described repeated concerns with voter fraud or
confusion due to the lack of identification. Tr. 305:23-25. Contrary to the Hearing Officer’s
Bench Book, the Hearing Officer categorically “rejected [Columbia’s] offer of additional notes
taken by Union representatives who did not testify to authenticate the notes.” RRO at 21-22
n.13.21 The notes were authenticated by Ms. Blanchard, who identified the notes as “debrief
slip[s]” and stated that observers, in general, were debriefed. Tr. 301:6-8; 305:23-25. This
meets the “slight” burden of proof required by the Bench Book to authenticate a document since it
“establishes authenticity through a witness who can relate its origin.” Bench Book at 156.
Importantly, the evidence was also highly relevant to the case.

21

A full copy of the document containing the Union observers’ notes is attached hereto as Exceptions Exhibit A
(phone numbers redacted for filing).
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Page 19 of the Union observers’ notes demonstrated the confusion and potential for voter
fraud and confusion caused by the lack of an identification requirement. The note stated that
“[t]he ID issue became problematic as a student with last name ‘Chen’ was challenged as NOL
[not on list]. Esmeralda pointed out that her name may be spelled ‘Xiang’ which would mean she
was in the wrong alphabet. Board agent Burt Perlstone got her point but unclear if board will
change the ID policy.” On page 34, the notes further highlighted the issue and identified a voter
who was “turned . . . away because [the Board Agent] asked him if he was a teaching assistant or a
research assistant and did not allow him to vote under challenge. Theresa asked [the Board Agent]
if he could vote under challenge and [the Board Agent] said no.” These notes, which should have
been admitted as relevant under the standard articulated in the Bench Book, demonstrate that
numerous voters were turned away, even though they could have voted if they were allowed to
prove their identity by showing identification.
Board law and Courts of Appeals cases also indicate that this evidence should have been
admitted, and the exclusion of this highly relevant evidence is grounds, at the very least, to reopen
the hearing to allow the evidence to be admitted. For instance, in Dayton Tire & Rubber Co., 242
NLRB 1184, 1184 (1979), “the Hearing Officer … excluded all evidence not directly probative of
the alleged interrogation and threat of reprisal set for hearing by the Board’s Order.” The Board
reversed this decision and ordered the hearing reopened to admit the evidence, noting that “a
hearing officer should not view an order directing hearing so restrictively as to exclude
automatically all evidence relating to the circumstances surrounding alleged objectionable
conduct.” Id. In Avondale, a case the Hearing Officer relied on extensively, the Court of
Appeals ordered that evidence of voter fraud that was not admitted at the hearing had to be
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“view[ed] it in the light most favorable to Avondale[,]” and “[a]t the very least, [the] evidence
raises serious questions concerning the possible occurrence of vote fraud.” 180 F.3d at 640.22
Based on the foregoing facts, the Hearing Officer applied an incorrect standard, ignored
unrebutted testimony of voter fraud and confusion, and was incorrect to exclude key evidence of
potential fraud from the hearing. Therefore, the Hearing Officer’s recommendations should be
rejected because there were reasonable doubts about the validity of the election requiring the
election to be set aside and a new election to be run.
III.

BOARD AGENTS SUSPENDED VOTING AT CUMC BY CLOSING THE DOORS
TO THE POLLING PLACE AND RUNNING OUT OF CHALLENGE BALLOT
ENVELOPES.
As to Columbia’s Fifth and Sixth Objections, the Hearing Officer addressed them together

since they both alleged conduct which served to suspend voting at CUMC. The Hearing Officer’s
recommendation to overturn both of these objections was in error. First, the Hearing Officer
incorrectly credited the testimony of Seth Prins over Carrie Marlin and Patricia Catapano.
Second, there is no dispute that the polling place at CUMC actually did run out of challenge ballot
envelopes for approximately 90 minutes, and therefore there is no basis to deny Columbia’s Sixth
Objection.
A.

Facts in Support of Columbia’s Fifth and Sixth Objections.

Voting was suspended at a second polling site at Columbia University Medical Center
(“CUMC”) for over one and one half hours. At approximately 1:30 p.m., the Board Agent
22

This is referring to the same evidence of suspicious voting in Avondale relied on by the Hearing Officer in the
Report, as discussed at footnote 19, supra. RRO at 25. It is therefore especially surprising that the Hearing Officer
would not admit this evidence, and then attempt to use her exclusion of the very same evidence as a basis to claim that
Columbia did not present similarly strong evidence as the company in Avondale, 180 F.3d at 636. Indeed, there are 35
pages of Union observer debriefing notes that Columbia wanted to introduce to the record, and only three pages were
admitted. See Employer Exhibit 4; Employer Exhibit 6; Exceptions Exhibit A.
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overseeing the election at CUMC announced that she had run out of challenge ballot envelopes.
Tr. 32, 46, 49. After she ran out of envelopes, approximately 10 voters came to the CUMC
polling place whose names were not on the list of eligible voters. Tr. 32:15. The Board Agent
turned them away, telling them that they could not vote because there were no challenge
envelopes, and that they could come back later. Tr. 32:10-12. New challenge envelopes arrived
at approximately 3:00 p.m. Tr. 63:4-7. A few prospective voters came to vote under challenge
after 3:00 p.m., informing the observers that they had been turned away previously. Tr. 63:18-21.
It is unknown whether all of the people previously turned away returned, and whether other
prospective voters never showed up to vote because word had spread that they may not be allowed
to cast a ballot. Nonetheless, credited and unrebutted testimony confirmed that voters were
turned away from voting.
Shortly thereafter, between 3:00 p.m. and 3:50 p.m., there was a line of voters waiting to
cast their ballots at CUMC. Tr. 65:16-21. The only entrance to the room was a door propped
open in front of the tables. Tr. 65:24-66:1. Carrie Marlin, the Assistant Provost for
Administration and Planning, testified that the Board Agent closed the door to the polling place for
approximately ten minutes. Tr. 67:6-8.23 The Board Agent, noticing that a line of voters had
formed at the main table walked over to the door, and shut it. Tr. 65:16-21. The Union observer
asked why the door was closed, and the Board Agent said she wanted to clear out the line in front
of the table first. Tr. 66:4-12. Carrie Marlin testified that the polling place looked “like a
construction site” while the doors were closed because the glass walls were lined with brown
23

Carrie Marlin’s and Patricia Catapano’s testimony regarding the closing of the door at CUMC was the only
testimony that the Hearing Officer did not credit during the hearing, instead relying on the testimony of Seth Prins.
For the reasons discussed in Section III(B), infra, that was in error and Ms. Marlin’s testimony on the subject should
be credited.
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construction paper. Tr. 66:15-18. The door was reopened after the line at the central table
cleared out. Tr. 67:1-5.
B.

The Hearing Officer Erred by Crediting Seth Prins’ Testimony and Not
Carrie Marlins’ Testimony.

The Hearing Officer discounted the testimony of Carrie Marlin based on the fact that she
was “unable to recall many details pertaining to this objection[,]” and credited Seth Prins, a Union
witness, because his testimony “provided a much greater amount of detail and specificity[,]” than
Marlin’s testimony. RRO at 33-34. The Hearing Officer referred to Marlin’s demeanor only
once in her discussion of testimony, calling her “evasive[,]” and instead focused her credibility
analysis on the memory of witnesses, drawing conclusions regarding the two witnesses’
comparative memory. The lack of specific discussion of witness demeanor—and the Hearing
Officer’s focus on witness memory—reveal that her credibility findings are not based on
demeanor, and certainly not “primarily” so. Therefore, the Board is not required to defer to the
Hearing Officer’s ruling. See Electrical Workers IBEW Local 38, 221 NLRB at 1074 (“where
credibility resolutions are not based primarily upon demeanor, it is well settled that the Board itself
may proceed to an independent evaluation of credibility.”) Moreover, even if the Hearing
Officer’s credibility determination was based primarily upon demeanor, which it was not, the
Board can and should conduct a de novo credibility evaluation where the clear preponderance of
the evidence demonstrates that the Hearing Officer’s credibility findings are incorrect. Standard
Dry Wall, 91 NLRB at 545. Although the Hearing Officer remarked that Marlin’s testimony
regarding the closing of the door was “vague” and faulted Marlin for failing to “recall many details
pertaining to this objection[,]” the Hearing Officer credited the testimony of Seth Prins who
repeatedly demonstrated his inability to recall key details pertaining to the Objection. RRO
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33-34. Prins did not recall: what time the door to the polling place closed; the Board Agent’s last
name; where the Board Agent was at all times when the door was closed; who allegedly bumped
into the garbage can propping open the door, and; if anyone came in while the door was closed.
Tr. 237:20-21; 238:1-6, 238:15-16; 244:5-7; 247:25-248:3. Most importantly, Prins did not
actually remember seeing anyone close the door or the moment that the door started to close, and
merely stated that the door was “probably” closed by someone who bumped into the garbage pail
holding the door open. Tr. 240:23-241:2. Importantly, Prins responded “No” when asked if he
actually saw someone dislodge the garbage pail. Tr. 241:5-7. This was in sharp contrast to
Marlin who actually witnessed “the board agent, when a line had formed…[go]to the door and
close[] it.” Tr. 65:19-21.24
The Hearing Officer focused a great deal on the fact that Prins “saw the door actually swing
closed[,]” but failed to identify the even larger discrepancy between the credibility of the two
witnesses. Namely, Prins admitted that he did not actually see the event causing the door to close,
whereas Marlin testified clearly about the Board Agent getting up to close the door. Therefore,
because these credibility determinations were not based primarily on demeanor, the Board should
credit Marlin’s testimony because it is the only direct testimony in the record that actually
described the details of the closing of the door to the CUMC polling place.

24

The Hearing Officer also mischaracterizes Marlin’s testimony. The Hearing Officer claimed that “[a]t one point,
Employer observer Marlin stated she could not recall if there was something propping the door open or if the door was
open by itself, Tr. at 69, but later testified that it was a heavy door and that ‘something was holding it open.’ Tr. at 81”
RRO at 32. This is plainly controverted by the record. Instead, Marlin first testified that she believed that one door
was open and when asked what, precisely, was holding it open, stated that “I don’t know if it was propped, or a stopper
was in place, or if there was some mechanical hinge. I'm not sure.” Tr. 69:14-20. Later, in the passage incompletely
quoted by the Hearing Officer, Marlin relayed the same uncertainty regarding what, precisely, was holding the door
open. “It was open. I mean propped, I’m not sure why I used that word. There may have been something holding it
open.” Tr. 81:4-6. The Hearing Officer’s claim of inconsistent testimony is therefore unsupported by the record.
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C.

The Hearing Officer Erred by Denying Columbia’s Fifth and Sixth
Objections By Failing to Look at The Full Effect of Closing the CUMC Polling
Place.

It is important to note that the Hearing Officer fully credited all testimony regarding the
Board Agents running out of challenge ballot envelopes at the CUMC polling place, and that the
lack of challenge envelopes caused voters to be turned away for approximately ninety minutes.
RRO at 34 (“Turning to credibility, I generally credit the foregoing testimony regarding the lack of
challenged ballot envelopes and that potential challenged voters were turned away as a result on
December 7. I note that the testimony of the witnesses was straightforward, consistent, and
unrebutted on this point.”). This includes testimony that at least 8 to 10 voters were turned away
because of the lack of challenge envelopes. Tr. 32:15.25
The Hearing Officer based her decision on the holding that “the evidence does not show
that possibly disenfranchised voters could have affected the results of the election, in which the
Petitioner prevailed by more than 900 votes.” RRO at 35-36. However, this myopic statement
creates a standard under which the closing of a polling place could never constitute objectionable
conduct unless it is the sole objection. For example, in an election with a margin of 100 votes, if
there was widespread threats that affected 50 voters and the closing of the polling place affected 50
different voters, under the Hearing Officer’s application of this standard the objection would be
denied because the 50 “disenfranchised voters could [not] have affected the results of the
election.” RRO at 35-36. This is an illogical standard and would prevent parties from ever
25

Importantly, the evidence in this case actually demonstrates that there were far more voters turned away because of
a lack of challenge envelopes. Employer Exhibit 7, a rejected exhibit containing some of the Union’s observer
debriefing notes (see discussion in Section III(D), supra), states that at CUMC, at about 2:00 p m. on December 7th,
there were “[a]bout 20-30 challenges [who were] turned away and told to come back because there were no more
envelopes.”
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objecting to the closing of a polling place unless it was the sole basis for objecting to the results of
an election and there was proof that the number of voters turned away from the polls affected the
outcome.
This is also not the standard applied by the Board or the Courts of Appeals. See, e.g.,
Kitchen Fresh, Inc. v. NLRB, 716 F.2d 351, 359 n.15 (6th Cir. 1983) (“Although this threat may
not be sufficient to warrant a new election when considered in isolation . . . we believe that the
cumulative effect of the rumor, the foyer incidents, and this threat may be sufficient to warrant a
new election.”) (emphasis added) (citations omitted). The Hearing Officer summarily dismissed
any contention that there were “accompanying circumstances” affecting the vote. However,
Board law is clear that, when looking at a suspension of voting, the Board will not only look at the
number of people prevented from voting, but also if other voters could have been excluded by the
suspension of polling, thereby destroying the laboratory conditions. In Nyack Hospital, 238
NLRB 257, 259 (1978), the Board explained that elections have been overturned where “‘the late
arrival of the Board agent so disturbed the laboratory conditions…’ regardless of whether the
ballots of the employees possibly excluded from voting proved determinative.” Id. (emphasis
added) quoting B & B Better Baked Foods, Inc., 208 NLRB 493 (1974). See also Kerona Plastics
Extrusion Co., 196 NLRB 1120, 1120 (1972) (election set aside because “laboratory conditions
have been disturbed” where polls closed 20 minutes early).
The Board will also consider how many voters did not vote in an election (here it was over
1,300) when determining whether the closing of the polls affected the laboratory conditions. See
Whatcom Sec. Agency, Inc., 258 NLRB 985, 985 (1981) (“Thus, under all the circumstances, and
particularly since the large number of nonvoters could have affected the election results, we find
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that the deviation from our normal election procedures created doubt and uncertainty as to the
results of the instant election which warrant setting aside the election and holding a new one.”)
(emphasis added); Wolverine Dispatch, Inc., 321 NLRB at 797 (directing second election and
noting that “the polls were closed for only a few minutes, it is possible that four eligible voters
arrived at the polling area to vote during this hiatus, found no one present, and departed unnoticed
by the Board agent or the observer.”). Finally, the Board considers whether a suspension of
voting may have discouraged other voters from going to the polls. See Garda World Sec. Corp.,
356 NLRB 594, 594 (2011) (election set aside where Board Agent closed polling place 5 minutes
early during morning session of voting, even though there was another opportunity to vote later;
noting that individuals prevented from voting may have “told [another] voter that the polls were
closed.”)
The Hearing Officer therefore took an impermissibly narrow view of the Board law in
overruling Columbia’s Fifth and Sixth Objections. Instead, Columbia’s Objections must be
sustained because of the uncontroverted testimony that polling was suspended for at least ninety
minutes while CUMC ran out of challenge ballot envelopes and when the door was closed.
Because the Hearing Officer acknowledges that “potential challenged voters were turned away as
a result on December 7[,]” Columbia’s Fifth and Sixth Objections must be sustained and a second
election must be run since voters were actively turned away from the polls, thereby destroying the
laboratory conditions necessary for a free and fair election.
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IV.

VOTERS ENTERED THE EARL HALL POLLING SITE UNDER
SURVEILLANCE CREATING A GENERAL ATMOSPHERE OF FEAR AND
REPRISAL AND RENDERING A FREE ELECTION IMPOSSIBLE.
The Hearing Officer incorrectly recommended overruling Columbia’s Second Objection

regarding surveillance at Earl Hall, repeatedly noting that the voters “did not appear upset by”
being filmed. RRO at 17. This finding ignores the inherently coercive nature of voters being
filmed inside the building where the voting took place and only 40 feet from the polling place
which created a “general atmosphere of fear and reprisal rendering a free election impos[s]ible.”
Westwood Horizons Hotel, 270 NLRB 802, 803 (1984). Therefore, the Board should reject this
recommendation.
A.

Facts In Support of Columbia’s Second Objection.

The uncontroverted testimony shows that when one of Columbia’s observers, Idina
Gorman, walked up to Earl Hall at 11:45 a.m. on December 7th, a tripod was set up “dead center” in
front of Earl Hall “facing the door.” Tr. 184:15, 185:15-24. The tripod was set up by an
individual wearing a Union sticker, clearly indicating to Ms. Gorman and anyone else present that
the individual was a union supporter. Tr. 184:4-11. The testimony also revealed that, inside Earl
Hall on December 7, voters were - for a period of time - subjected to another camera recording
them as they walked up the stairs to the third floor auditorium to vote. Tr. 330:16-25. This
camera was placed there by Tina Cai, an eligible voter, who pointed her camera directly at the
stairwell used by voters to access the polling site. See Joint Exhibit 6, screenshot attached as
Joint Exhibit 6(b).
Ms. Cai set her camera on a tripod at “eye level” on the foyer conference table, leaving it
pointed towards the stairwell for approximately 30 to 35 minutes. Tr. 345:13-25. Ms. Cai also
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interviewed at least four students after they had voted, asking who they had voted for and why;
thus undermining any notion of a free, and secret, election. Tr. 341:19-20; 342:17-19. Perhaps
most notably, during Ms. Cai’s filming a Board Agent from Region 2, Greg Davis (the Board
agent who represented that Region in this proceeding), walked directly past Ms. Cai’s camera. As
the review of Joint Exhibit 6 and the attached screenshots (Joint Exhibit 6(c)) shows, Mr. Davis
made no attempt to question Ms. Cai about her actions, much less request that she stop recording
so as to eliminate any impression that voters were under surveillance by either Columbia, the
union or any other interested person.
B.

The Hearing Officer Ignored the Inherently Coercive Nature of Filming
Inside the Building Where the Polling Site Was Located.

Ms. Cai’s filming took place at the base of the stairs inside Earl Hall, less than 40 feet from
the polling site. Tr. 181-83. At least three voters noticed the camera during the filming. RRO
at 16. Furthermore, a Board Agent walked right past the camera while it was filming. In total,
Ms. Cai filmed for approximately 30 minutes, and a tripod was set up outside Earl Hall for, at the
very least, a few more minutes. RRO at 17. This means that voters entering Earl Hall were
confronted with the cameras (in addition to Union agents’ presence in the second floor foyer) as
they were on their way to cast their votes. Regardless of the Hearing Officer’s individual
determinations that none of the voters “appear[ed] upset” by the camera, voters were walking into
a climate where they were acutely aware that they were being watched by individuals sympathetic
to the Union. As discussed in Section III(C), supra, the Hearing Officer should not have looked at
this objection in a vacuum. See Kitchen Fresh, 716 F.2d at 359 n.15 (“Although this threat may
not be sufficient to warrant a new election when considered in isolation . . . we believe that the
cumulative effect of the rumor, the foyer incidents, and this threat may be sufficient to warrant a
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